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ABSTRACT

During the information age American businesses came to
recognizethat information was a valuable resourceseparatefrom
the technology which stored, retrieved and processedit.’ The
elevation of the senior information technologist into the Chief
Information Officer resulted from this recognition, as did the
movement toward conscious managementof information as a
valuable corporateasset.

A meta-analysisof themesresulting from somehuman resource
studies of information professionalsis contrastedwith trends in
IT worker human resourcemanagementin order to highlight an
apparent paradox in the path toward organizational knowledge
management.Findings from three studies of information sector
workers in Europe and America are contrastedwith data from a
recent information technology workforce convocation conducted
in the United Statesin order to focus attention on the paradox in
the movementtoward knowledge managementand organizational
productivity. On the one hand, the human resource studies
document the shift in focus from individual productivity to
organizational productivity as the meansto competitive success.
Hence,the managementof organizational knowledge has become
paramount. At the same time, however, the hiring practices of
information sector employers -- as brought out at the IT
workforce convocation -- are encouragingemployeesto focus on
individual rather than organizational gain. In order for firms to
reap the benefits of their intellectual assetsthis paradox must be
addressed.

In the final decadeof this century, American society has moved
into the knowledge age as organizations are coming to
understand the full ramifications of using information for
competitive advantage. Companies are no longer seeking
differentiation on the basis of technology use alone, but also on
the basis of the value-addedbenefits which derive from adding
intelligence to the interpretation of a firm’s information. Hence,
the term “‘knowledgemanagement”has enteredthe corporateand
researchlexicons. This term also heralds a shift in focus from
individual productivity to organizational productivity as the
measureof competitive success.Along with the recognition of
the quality of output as the ultimate measureof productivity is
the recognition that individual efforts need to be enactedwithin a
vision of the whole. Thus, in order to achieve organizational
productivity, knowledge must be sharedamong its members.For
these reasons,the managementof organizational knowledge has
becomehas becomea key themein the 1990’s.
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Knowledge managementand organizational productivity have
become important researchtopics, as well, as the title of this
conferenceattests.The study of knowledge managementis broad
in scope,from the tools to facilitate knowledge storage,retrieval
and sharing, to evaluating the value of knowledge, to considering
the human resource implications for information professionals.
This paper is concerned with a specific human resource issue
with
respect
to information professionals and knowledge
management.The purposeof this paperis to explore an emerging
paradox with respect to the motivation of information
professional’s to participate in the knowledge management

1. INTRODUCTION
At the close of the twentieth century, the American economy is
moving beyond the information ageand into the knowledgeage.
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movement in American organizations.* On the one hand,
information professionalsare encouragedto contribute body and
soul to the knowledge sharing effort. On the other hand, there is
evidence that information professionals are increasingly being
stripped of their humanity as they are prized not as people but as
skill sets. The question, which this paper explores, is the
following:

workforce which was “in crisis” and academicswho carry out the
researchabout and educate these IT workers. As a participant
observerat this symposium,this author acquired data from both
the backgroundpapers,attendanceat the sessionsand interaction
with the participants.

3. INFORMATION
THE KNOWLEDGE

What are the implications of the changing employeremployee contract on the motivation of information
professionalsto participate in knowledge sharing?

PROFESSIONALS
AGE

IN

The dawn of this knowledge age has been accompaniedby the
recognition that individual technical skill, alone, will not satisfy
the demand for organization-level information and knowledge.
The implications of this recognition for the development of IS
human resources have led to a changed definition of the IS
professional and her/his education and career path. This section
constructs a picture of knowledge workers and their
environmental needswhich is pieced together from the findings
of severalresearchprojects.

This question is addressedthe following way. First, the findings
of previous studies of the work and work environment of
information professionalsare presented.These findings are used
to develop a portrait of knowledge workers and their
environmental needs.The emergingparadox is then presentedby
contrastinga work environment supportive of knowledge workers
with a picture of emerging human resource managementtrends
regarding information professionals in America. From the
juxtaposition of these two images comes a reasonableresponse
on the part of information professionals -- one that speaksto
motivation and is in conflict with the direction of the knowledge
managementmovement.

3.1 Skills and
Professionals

Behavior

of

Information

By the early 1990’s there was evidence of a paradigm changein
the information systemsfield. The traditional role of IS as the
sole proprietor of information was being challenged by the end
user revolution that got underway during the previous decade.
But while IS may have given up some direct control it did not
lose its importance. Indeed, the pervasivenessof IS and the
recognition of the critical importance of information served to
enhancethe importanceof IS within an organization. But another
effect was that the skill set began to expand along with the
changing role of information and IS in businesses.There was a
shift in emphasisaway from purely technical capabilities and
knowledge of traditional systemsdevelopmenttechniquestoward
the inclusion of strong interpersonal skills and broader
understandingof businessoperationsas well.

2. METHODOLOGY
This paper draws upon findings from three studies of human
resource issues for information professionals conducted by the
author. One is a mixed methodsstudy of the skills and knowledge
requirements of information professionals.3The second is an
ethnographic study of information professionals and their
managersin multinational and indigenous information sector
companiesin Ireland.4 The third is an interpretive study of the
behavior of IT champions in the Netherlands.5Each of these
studies considered knowledge and skill requirements,
motivational factors, productivity, stimulating innovation and
quality of worklife issues with respect to information
professionals.

In order to better understandthe new skills and knowledge that
would be required of information professionalsin the 1990’s an
exploration of the changesin their work was undertaken at the
beginning of the decade.A mixed methods study conducted in
America which employed interviews, focus groups and surveys
explored the changing qualifications for information
professionals6The trend toward organizational value-addedwas
clear. The relative importance of IS tasksthat resulted from this
study prefigured today’s organizational knowledge management
movement. The four themes that emerged speak directly to
organizational knowledge: understanding the business;
integrating technology with business processes; linking
information to corporate strategy; and managing the data
reservoir [4, p. lo].

The information from these studies is contrasted with the
information obtained from participant observation at the IT
Workforce Convocation which was held in January 1998 in
Berkeley, California to consider the “IT workforce crisis” in the
United States. The Information Technology Association of
America (ITAA) commissionedwhite paperson various aspects
of this “workforce crisis” as backgroundto the symposium.This
two-day, high visibility symposium was well representedby the
government. Several cabinet members were in attendanceand
Vice PresidentGore gave the (videoconferenced)keynote speech.
The private sector was also representedby key players in the
information sector. Noticeably absent were the voices of the IT

Confirmatory evidence about the skills and behavior required of
information professionalsin the 1990’s and beyond camefrom a
multi-year, ethnographic investigation of information

* Focusing the discussion on the American context is not meant
to imply that similar phenomenaarenot occurring elsewhere.It is
simply that the evidencebeing usedto arguefor the paradox
comesfrom the American context.
3For further discussion of the methodology,see[7] and [22].
4 For further discussionof the methodology,see[ 141and [23].
5For further discussionof this study, see[5].

’ For discussionsof various facetsof this study see:[3], [4], [7],
[21] and [22].
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professionals working in Ireland’s information economy? The
work and work environment of these information professionals
was viewed through the lens of the post-industrial society of
which the information economy is a part.’ The characteristicsof
the work, which emergedfrom this study, reinforce the growing
focus on bringing “intelligence” to bear on the information
processing function. This “intelligence” has two meanings. It
refers to organizational intelligence as a higher order form of
information processing. It also refers to the characteristicsand
behavior of information professionalsin performing their work.

A study of the personal characteristics of successful IT
championsin The Netherlands[S] highlighted ways in which the
work environment contributes to successful innovation. The
value of making the IS people involved in the project feel
important and recognizing their efforts and overtime
contributions was emphasized.When profiles of three specific IT
champions were developed, the defining characteristic of each
one reinforced the influencing role of the environment in which
the innovation occurred. For one champion, there must be a
culture of trust. Another spoke of nurturing creativity. This man
seeshis role as one of creating a “green area” within which the
vitality, which feeds creativity, can flow. The third champion
identified gaining organizational acceptance as the key
characteristicof his role.

Unlike the rigid work of the industrial-era, information work is
highly dynamic, requiring the flexibility to changeon a moment’s
notice, and the intellectual capacity to learn and adapt. In the
realm of information work productivity shifts from individual,
assembly line measuresto an organizational-basedevaluation
which looks to the quality of an integrated output. Workers
engagedin such endeavorsneed to carry out their specific tasks
with a vision of the whole. They must not only understandtheir
own work but how it fits into the larger picture. Doing so
requiresthat communication and organizational understandingbe
interleaved with the mix of technical skills neededto accomplish
one’s work. It also requires worker flexibility and willingness to
adaptone’s work and workstyle to suit the changing needsof the
organization. Finally, information professionals need to
contribute their creativity to the organizational knowledge base.
Accompanying the ever-changing nature of information
technology is the needfor ongoing innovationg

These findings are consistent with those from the study of
information professionalsin Ireland discussedearlier [ 161.In that
study, there was consistency about key motivational factors.
Financial reward was necessarybut not sufficient. Intellectual
stimulation, recognition, a feeling of accomplishment,feeling a
part of the whole and opportunities for social interaction were the
determining factors in decisions about leaving one’s current
position.
The researchcited in this paper supports the claim that the goal
of effective IS human resourcemanagementin the knowledge age
is organizational productivity. Further, it suggeststhat this goal is
best achieved in an environment that emphasizescommitment,
creativity and value-added intelligence. The conclusion of this
argument is that the motivation for today’s information
professionalsto effectively produce organizational knowledge is
heavily influenced by environmental factors.

The depiction of the twenty-first century information workplace
presented in the research literature has been echoed by the
managementliterature.‘a In writing about knowledge workers,
Drucker [2] describes individuals who are capable of adding
value at the group level, who can handle a complete task while
keeping in mind the big picture within which it fits. Such people
engage in continuous learning to adapt and grow as
organizational needschange.

3.2 Quality of Worklife
Professionals

4. EXPLORING TH.E PARADOX
Herein lies the paradox.At the sametime that a casecan be made
for focusing greater human resource management efforts on
strengtheningcommitment,anotherline of evidence suggeststhat
the exact opposite is resulting from emerging human resource
practices. In this section the paradox is presentedby offering
some contrasting data about American human resource
managementtrendsregardinginformation professionals.

for Information

The expectation in the knowledge age is that information
professionals will adapt their knowledge and skills to suit the
requirementsof organizational productivity. But in satisfying this
expectationmore attention is being focusedon the role played by
the organizational climate. Thus, the human resourceand general
managementrole in this transition from narrow, information
workers to broader knowledge workers becomesmore important
than ever. As knowledge becomesrecognized as a key resource
in the post-industrial organization, the “knowledge possessors”-the people -- require ever more careful attention.

The new paradigm in employer-employeerelations is
that the employeris not responsiblefor the employee’s
career,the employeeis responsible.Translating this, it
meansthat you come to work, you work and we pay
you. When we think that the work can be done just as
well and cheaperby someoneelse, we no longer have
any obligation to you. If you do not keep up with the
technology, then we will replaceyou. The employee’s
careeris their [sic] own problem. [ 1, p. 1l]
In tandemwith the view of the human resourcerequirementsof
knowledge workers and information professionals presentedin
the previous section, is emerging another view. It is a view of a
new workplace with new relationships and new rules. This new
workplace was the focus of the Information Technology
Workforce Convocation of January 12-13, 1998 in Berkeley,
California. This convocation sponsoredby an IT industry group - Information Technology Association of America -- was

’ According to Porat [ 121the information economyincludes the
workersand firms who produceinformation technology,
software,systemsand information content.
* For discussionsof various facetsof this study see[ 151,[ 181and
POI.
’ See[ 191for further discussionof human resourceissues.
i” See,for example, [ 1I] and [ 131.
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convened to discuss the “IT worker shortage” [24] and what to
do about it.

productivity and organizational knowledge management
discussed previously. The logical outcome of these kinds of
hiring practices is personal career management based upon
individual, not organizational, gain.” In such an environment
what is the motivation for employeecommitmentto sharing such
an important asset as their expert, tacit knowledge? The
environment of mutual lack of loyalty breeds an “every worker
for her/himself’ mentality.

In the courseof presenting evidence that challengedthe claim of
an IT worker shortage, some participants presented a telling
description of the new paradigmof employer-employeerelations.
The above quote from a briefing paper by the American
Engineering Association’s Manpower Committee articulates an
emerginghuman resourceparadigmin the American information
economy. In this paradigm information professionals are to be
managed as “skill sets” or “knowledge sources” rather than
people. In its report, the AEA [I] charged that companiesare
over specifying skill requirements by imposing unnecessarily
excessive specifications on skills needed. American industry is
not devoting the energy and funds to training that it should;
instead, it is looking outside the firm to till new openings.
Employers’ behavior, the report concluded, indicates that they
expect access to an instantly available supply of individuals
exactly matched to their latest experience and educational
specifications (p. 15) In this view, careerdevelopmentis a thing
of the past.

Matloff suggestedthat employers are shooting themselvesin the
foot under their current policies (p. 3). Rather than work to hold
onto general programming talent that transcends a particular
technical implementation, employers are encouraging selforiented individualism on the part of employees. If computer
science graduatesexpect to be structurally employed within 20
yearsthey cannot be blamedfor continuousjob hopping in search
of ever higher salaries-- while they can get them.
But beyond the issue of the productivity declines associatedwith
continuous employeeturnover is the larger issue of the creation
and protection of organizational knowledge. Zack’s
recommendationsfor better alignment of knowledge management
with corporate strategy include paying careful attention to the
managementof the tacit as well as the explicit knowledge in the
firm. He praisesthosewho:

Norman Matloff [8,9] vigorously expanded on these themes in
his papersfor the IT Workforce Convocation. In addition to the
charges of over specification, he cited other attitudes and
practices,which serveto undermine the sort of work environment
that would motivate people to shareintellectual assets.His main
chargeis that at the heart of industry’s human resourcebehavior
is its desire for ever cheaperlabor. This cheaplabor comesfrom
two sources:recent college graduatesand foreign workers. An
additional benefit of hiring recentgraduatesis that employerscan
have fewer concerns about employee’s quality of work life:
recent graduatesare generally single and can, therefore, work
large amounts of overtime without being constrainedby family
responsibilities (p. 4). A hiring managerin a Silicon Valley firm
told Matloff:

. . . protect their knowledge resourcesby recruiting
and developing intelligent, loyal and committed
employees and support them with a culture of
learning, commitment and collaboration. While the
leaner, more abstractexplicit knowledge may diffuse
out of the firm, the richer, tacit knowledge providing
the firm its sustainable knowledge-advantage still
remainswithin the firm. That tacit knowledge is what
enables the firm to learn faster and to develop more
creative and valuable insights than its competitors. . .
w, p. 121

. . . the top managementin our company has directed
us to focus our hiring on new or recent graduatesonly.
These are people who have no family and can work
long hours. Yes, salary is a major factor, that’s what it
boils down to. You work the young onesfor five years
and then replacethem. I have objectedto this, because
I believe that many of our projects are being hurt by
the fact that everyoneis so inexperienced.[8, p.51

This recommendationgetsto the heart of the motivation paradox.
A learning culture supporting commitment and collaboration is
exactly what the researchon emerging skills and knowledge is
calling for. Yet evidencefrom the information workplace paints a
very different picture. In that world, the most logical thing to do
would be to pull in, to take care of oneself. This would mean
holding back one’s tacit knowledge in the interestsof job security
or job mobility. If intellectual assetsare the currency, on what
basisdoesan employeetrade once sheor he has given it up?

In view of the paceof technological change,an effect of external
hiring of cheap new labor in very specific specialty areasis the
displacementof experiencedmid-careerprofessionals,thosewho,
ironically, have the most tacit organizational knowledge. Citing
data about computer programmersfrom the National Survey of
College Graduates in 1993, he shows that 20 years after
graduating from college, only 19 percent are still working as
programmers.While it is true that someof theseindividuals have
moved into managementor other aspects of the information
profession,it is also true that many left involuntarily.

5. CONCLUSION
A significant challenge for organizational knowledge
managementand organizational productivity is to coordinate the
goals of knowledge managementwith emerging human resource
managementpractices of information sector employers. As a
practical matter, there is a career cost-benefit tradeoff. There
needs to be a balance with respect to what a worker gets in
exchangefor what s/he gives. An intelligent, capableinformation

The evidencepresentedby thesecritics of the IT worker shortage,
suggeststhat current human resourcepracticesin the information
sector are working directly against the goals of organizational

i’ In addition, the individualism inherent in the American
culture [6] might serve to exacerbate this tendency.
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professionalneedssomemotivation to sharehighly valuable tacit
knowledge about the firm or the industry. Changesas simple as
giving more attention to training and careerdevelopmenton the
part of employers are a step in the direction of gaining greater
employee commitment, which, in turn, can enhance
organizational knowledge management.
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knowledge age.
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